Recent Presentations
Emerging Technologies You Need to Know
Emerging Information Technologies –
What’s Coming and Do We Care?
Is There a God?
Globalization Not New; Look at Slave Trade
Where is Africa Going Wrong?
Ideas, Not Money, Alleviate Poverty
Ideas Are Capital, The Rest is Just Money
How Do We Reverse the Brain Drain?
The Future of the Internet
Technology Widens Rich-Poor Gap

How does he present?
His speeches are tied into your conference theme. No equations, no how-tos, no
powerpoint, just an elite level of conversation you won’t get anywhere else.
What are his presentation topics?
Each speech is based upon Emeagwali’s interviews with your event organizers
and is tied to your conference theme.
A typical university lecture ...
Emeagwali has given powerful keynote addresses at leading institutions,
including M.I.T. and the Universities of Paris and London. For example, a recent
speech had three sub-themes, each 10-15 minutes long. The first, “Out of Africa,”
was a reading from his forthcoming autobiography — a compelling first-hand
account of what Bill Clinton described as a rich story of triumph about a childsoldier who won a scholarship to the United States and from a refugee camp to
the United Nations' Gallery of Prominent Refugees.
The second segment was a reflection on his scientific discoveries, which have
made him a widely popular historical subject for elementary and high school
student reports. He also discusses the contributions of the scientific historymakers of yesterday and tomorrow. Please click on the video below to watch his
30-minute television interview on people who have made scientific history.

The third was a very futuristic, timely and trendy prediction on the future of the
Internet which he presented in a manner that informed, enlightened and
entertained! Please click on the video below to watch a five-minute excerpt in
which he explains how the present creates the future, while our image of the
future inspires the present.
Have a great meeting!

How to book Emeagwali
Simply phone 202-203-8724 or fax 801-640-9971 or e-mail
donita@emeagwali.com or complete his booking form at http://emeagwali.org

Philip Emeagwali
In a televised speech, Bill Clinton
(as president) extolled Philip
Emeagwali as "one of the great
minds of the Information Age," as
well as "the Bill Gates of Africa."
However, his admirers argued
that "Bill Gates is the Philip
Emeagwali of America."

